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There are no sustainable healthy
snacks in the gluten-free space today.
There are limited types of plantain-
based products available to meet the
demands of a growing market.

limited forms

no nutritional enhacements

outdated processing techniques
There are currently no formed plantain
chips on the market. 

There are no nutritionally-enhanced
low carbohydrate plantain chips
currently on the market.

vision



Plantains are a good source of vitamins A
& C. Vitamin C helps the immune system
and can help prevent cancer.  Vitamin A

can help prevent eye diseases.

why plantains?

vitamins a & c

Plantains contain potassium, which
can help lower blood pressure

potassium

Plantains are  loaded with fiber.
Fiber is proven to aid in digestion.

fiber



popularity

For the third year in a row,
plantains saw a steady increase in
popularity. Sales rose nearly 6%
while volume increased 7.5%*

opportunity

limited products

There's currently a limited number
of product forms and nutritional
enhancements to current plantain
products on the market.

*Source: IRI/ Fresh Look Marketing

The global market for paleo

snacks is projected to reach

US$ 8.2 Billion by the end of

2027. We are poised to attract

a sizable share of that

projection because of our

sustainable business model and

our proprietary processes.

 

A US$ 0.25 plantain purchase

at wholesale yields 3 product

packages at US$ 3.45 per bag

projection



competition

cost
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our chip, a disruptive technology.
we are revolutionizing the carb world by providing a low carb,
sustainable, versatile and gluten-free alternative.

 Matches the texture
of a tortilla chip yet is

a fruit snack 

shape & texture

Made with real
carrots,  every chip is 
 loaded with vitamin C 

vitamins

 Has a pronounced
irresistible crunch

crunch
gluten-free

Patents in Japan, United Kingdom, China, Colombia, Panama, South Africa and

patent pending in the USA and additional  countries.

Tasty sugar and 

gluten -free snack. 

Perfect for dipping! 



comparison

traditional plantain chip tehiti plantain chips

vs

cut in circles
and fried in fats

limited flavor
options

contains all
carbohydrates

only formed chip
on market

tortilla chip
texture

reduced
carbohydrates

multiple flavor
options



product roadmap

chips  low-carb "flour"

Our entry product will be  various
flavored chips targeting the $3.7B U.S.
healthy snack market and the $52.2B
U.S. tortilla and potato chip market.* 

We will then move into selling our flour
which can be sold within the $3.8B U.S.
gluten-free functional flour market and

beyond to other demographics.**

*https://www.hexaresearch.com/research-report/us-healthy-snacks-market
**https://www.futuremarketinsights.com/reports/gluten-free-flours-market
***https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20170301005073/en/Global-Sugar-free-Food-Beverages-Market-Size-Reach



we are in
discussions with

e-commerce local  markets retail  stores



team

FELIX OVIASU | CFO

THELMA OVIASU | CEO ENOMA OVIASU | CMO

EHI KAHN | BRAND



400 Garden city Plaza, Ste. 303, Garden
City, NY11530
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